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New measurements of the size-frequency distributions of impact craters on 
the moon and the earth allow a more detailed description of the cratering 
chronology in the earth-moon system. 

1. Impact Crater Production Size-Frequency Distribution 
The general lunar impact crater production size-frequency distribution has 
been studied ( 1 ) .  For this purpose cumulative crater frequencies of unmodified 
impact crater populations were measured in selected lunar regions of different 
ages and a normalization procedure was performed. 

a) The lunar impact crater production size-frequency distribution is 
largely constant in the size-range 0.3km<D<20km for regions with formation 
ages between 3.0 Aeons and >4 Aeons, This is consistent with results by (2) 
in the size-range D>2km. There exists a relationshi tween the cumulative 
crater frequency and crater diameter of the form N-D'(Be, where u is a 
function of D. This expression has been approximated by a polynomial of 7th 
degree shown in Fig. 1 . 

a 
b) Former distribution laws of the form NND with constant a inadequate- 

ly approximate the lunar impact crater production size-frequency distribution. 
They are approximately valid in far more restricted size-ranges than reported 
(Fig. I ) .  

c) Deviations of the measured size distributions from the general one 
strongly indicate processes having acted on the primary impact crater popula- 
tions, such as lava flows or ejecta blanketing. 

2. Variations of the lunar cratering rate in the past 4.5 Aeons 
a) Crater frequencies at the Apollo Landing Sites have been related to 

radiometric ages (3). The general size distribution was applied to the mea- 
sured ones revealing lava flooding and blanketing by ejecta having modified 
some primaryimpact crater populations (e.g. lava flows at the Apollo 1 1  and 
12   an ding Sites). Thus crater frequencies of different aged flow units were 
determined. This complex history has also shown up in recent measurements of 
radiometric ages (4). 
The resulting cumulative crater frequencies plotted against the respective 
radiometric ages (4,5,6) define an approximately exponential decrease of the 
frequency of large craters in the time between %4.5 and - 3  Aeons ago, with 
a half-life of 170 my. This is in rough agreement with former observations 
by (2). There is, however, no support for the assumption of different half- 
lives for different time periods as suggested by (7,8). 

b) The frequencies of the impact craters on the terrestrial Canadian 
Shield and their ages are used to obtain information about the cratering rate 
in the last 600 my using data from (2,9). Reduction of the crater frequencies 
to lunar conditions was done by taking into account the smaller cross section 
of the moon for meteoroids as well as its smaller gravity. 
The resulting crater frequencies are plotted against the ages in Fig. 2. The 
cumulative frequencies at 0.5 and *3 Aeons ago, respectively, are approxi- 
mately the same, thus indicating that the flux of impacting bodies must have 
been very low in the time interval 0.5 <t ( 3  Aeons. More detailed informa- 
tion is not yet available. About 500-600 my ago there must have taken place a 
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rather strong increase in the flux which seems to have been decreasing since 
then. A constant flux in the time interval 0.5 <t <3 Aeons as suggested by 
(7,8) is not compatible with our data. 
Subtraction of the cumulative crater frequency due to this flux increase from 
the cumulative crater frequencies of the Apollo Landing Sites results in the 
determination of the 'actual' half-life of the 'original' flux decrease in the 
time before 3 Aeons ago: T w I40 my. The resulting chronology of the flux 
of impacting bodies on the1i6nar surface for the past 4.5 Aeons is plotted 
in Fig. 3. 

c) Confirmation of the preceding statements is given by studies on lunar 
ray craters. Their frequencies were determined in areas of the lunar high- 
lands, Imbrium light plains, and on young mare regions. In spite of varying 
target ages between =3.3 and 64.5 Aeons the cumulative crater freqaencies 
of the ray craters coincide within 50% in all regions, though all-crater fre- 
quencies vary over orders of magnitude. As the frequencies are much less than 
those of all craters on young mare units,the lunar ray craters measured here 
(Fig. 4) represent a crater population that was formed long after the last 
lava flows on the moon. The size-frequency distribution of the ray craters 
can also be approximated by the general polynomial expression in Fig. 1. 
Extrapolation to crater sizes with D b 5  km shows agreement within a factor of 
2-3 with counts of ray craters by (10). The cumulat2ve frequency of the ray 
craters fits well with the cumulative frequency of the Canadian Shield craters 
reduced to lunar conditions. So the existence of the flux increase deri'ved 
from the terrestrial data is confirmed by the existence of a young crater po- 
pulation on the moon. 
The difficulty in studying lunar ray craters is that large craters (D35km) 
appear fresh even if they belong to an older crater class, e.g. crater 
Bessel. Craters counted in its interior yield an age of Bessel that is iden- 
tical with the target age (11). Crater Bessel is classified as 'Copernican' 
crater as all other large ray craters are (12). On the other hand, craters 
Tycho and Aristarchus appear to be less than 600 my old (11). Thus we con- 
clude that a fraction of the Copernican craters is older than 600 my and 
formed mainly about 3-3.5 Aeons ago. Their freshness results from the fact 
that between 3 Aeons and 600 my ago the influx of large bodies on the moon 
was low (Fig. 3). 

3. The Apollo-Amor Asteroids 
It has been suggested that the frequency of large bodies in the inner solar 
system (the Apollo-Amor Asteroid group) is anomally high (2,13). It should 
not exist according to calculated survival half-lives of the order of 100 my 
(13) without having recently been formed or being replenished continuously or 
from time to time. These findings agree well with a major collision in the 
asteroid belt 600 my ago proposed by (14). We have found additional evidence 
for the view that the Apollo-Amor asteroid group is the source of the young 
impacts (in the last *500 my) on the terrestrial Canadian Shield. Recent 
data of (15) together with our crater size-frequency distribution measure- 
ments allow an improved comparison of the expected impact rate of these aste- 
roids on earth with the frequency of the Canadian Shield impacts. Fig. 4 
shows agreement (though the error is still large). 
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